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Our findings indicated that service demand would

The research findings and insights were used to

continue to grow significantly over the next 3-5

drive business transformation to ensure that the

years, with anticipated change in what services

company would be equipped to meet customers’

would be bought, and how those services would

next generation expectations. As a result it

be purchased, notably with a significant increase

allowed the organsiation to:

in globalised and integrated purchasing, see

» Identify critical capability strengths and gaps –

Figure 2.
Driven by the dual pursuit of efficiency and value,
this shift in buying preferences was influenced by
the desire to leverage scale and create greater

where are we now, and where do we want to
be?
» Define the new company strategy, service
delivery model and organizational structure

visibility across the outsourced portfolio.
» Craft a compelling client value proposition
So what?
Over time, greater integration of outsourcing
services has the potential to create even more
value by facilitating a richer partnership between

targeted at known market segments
» Define the required talent capabilities to
deliver the new strategy and client value
proposition

customer and supplier. With deep knowledge of
the portfolio, customer priorities and processes,

» Identify where to galvanize and focus sales

suppliers develop the understanding and insight

and marketing strategies, and how to target

to instinctively act as an extension of the

messages based on known purchasing value

customer, adding more value by seamlessly

drivers

supporting the customer’s core business.

» Identify where to invest to anticipate and
deliver to changing client expectations, e.g.,

Figure 2. Current & future FM purchasing

digital data management strategies
» Invest in identifying the best talent and
upskilling existing talent to deliver to then new
strategy
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is one of the world's leading business psychology
organisations. Every day it enables change in individuals,
teams and organisations, transforming from the inside out.
Its primary focus is to promote strategic growth and change
at all levels of an organisation, by combining psychological
insights and evidence-based best practice with a
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goals. It does this by designing and delivering innovative,
sustainable cost-effective solutions that deliver.
has expertise in human behaviour, strategic
organisational research, change management, leadership
assessment & development and research methods.
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